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Instructions

The wall must be clean (no dust, dirt or grease), dry, even and primed. 
Temperature should not be below 8 °C.

1. Cut to length according to room height (+10 cm).
2.  Apply the dispersion adhesive evenly on the wall using 

a roller (~200 g/m²).
3.  Place the wallcovering panel on the wall vertically 

and smooth it with a plastic spatula.
4.  Place the adjacent panel edge to edge 

(respect vertical pattern repeat). 
Repeat steps 1, 2, and 3 with other panels 
until you have finished the room.

5. Cut off any surplus with a knife. 
6.  Apply a 1st layer of acrylic paint when the product is dry (~1 day). 

Apply a 2nd layer of acrylic paint when the product is dry (~1 day). 
*Not applicable for MWB product (ready to use – no need to paint).

The glass fibre fabric is carefully checked before leaving our factory 
but should also be checked again just before hanging. 
Any claim should be accompanied with roll label and a sample 
featuring the defect.
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GV200CMG T1006CMG

MWB

MAGNET

Type Finish Weight Roll size Rolls / Pallet Quantity / Pallet
g/m² m x m pcs m²

GV200CMG

paintable

1100 2.6 x 1 20 52

GV200CMG 1100 10.4 x 1 20 208

T1006CMG 1050 2.6 x 1 20 52

T1006CMG 1050 10.4 x 1 20 208

MWB ready to use 1200 2,6 x 1,17 40 121,68

Transforms any regular wall into a magnetic board.
Magnetic glass fibre wallcoverings make your walls magnetic. 
They are either paintable (easy to maintain and offer similar performance to our Classic wallcovering range) 
or ready to use which is ideal for beamers and white board markers. 
Perfect solutions for meeting rooms, offices, retail, childrens bedrooms and classrooms.

—  Durable: The magnetic performance remains the same even after several layers of paint
—  Power: It will fix up to 25 sheets of paper using our magnets

t: Fine, magnetic and pre-painted finish, 
p: Low gloss colour
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